Natural Leaders: Some Interlocutors Elicit Greater Convergence Across Conversations and Across Characteristics
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Abstract

Are there individual tendencies in convergence, such that some speakers consistently converge more than others? Similarly, are there natural “leaders,” speakers with whom others converge more? Are such tendencies consistent across different linguistic characteristics? We use the Switchboard Corpus to perform a large-scale convergence study of speakers in multiple conversations with different interlocutors, across six linguistic characteristics. Because each speaker participated in several conversations, it is possible to look for individual differences in speakers’ likelihood of converging and interlocutors’ likelihood of eliciting convergence. We only find evidence for individual differences by interlocutor, not by speaker: There are natural leaders of convergence, who elicit more convergence than others across characteristics and across conversations. The lack of similar evidence for speakers who converge more than others suggests that social factors have a stronger effect in mediating convergence than putative individual tendencies in producing convergence, or that such tendencies are characteristic-specific.
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1. Introduction

Are there individuals who are more likely than others to change their performance such that it is more similar to their interlocutors? Are there interlocutors who are more likely than others to cause such shifts? Convergence, in which individuals’ behaviors become more similar to their interlocutors, has been demonstrated in many...
characteristics, both linguistic and nonlinguistic. Many convergence studies find variation in degree of convergence across participants (e.g., Babel & Bulatov, 2011; Pardo, Cajori Jay, & Krauss, 2010). This variation is sometimes attributed to individual differences in convergent tendencies, which could indicate a broad cognitive trait producing these differences, but little work has tested whether individual tendencies are consistent across measurements of different linguistic characteristics or across tasks. The existence of individual differences in convergence is called into question by several studies that have looked for individual consistency but found weak evidence or no evidence (Pardo, Gibbons, Suppes, & Krauss, 2012; Pardo et al., 2018; Sanker, 2015; Weise & Levitan, 2018). Less work has addressed differences in the degree of convergence elicited by particular interlocutors. Consistency of convergence by speaker or by interlocutor across linguistic characteristics would suggest that social mediation of convergence is affecting different characteristics in the same way.

In this paper, we present a combined analysis of convergence in six linguistic characteristics, to probe factors that influence convergence: the characteristic measured, the speaker, the interlocutor, and the particular conversation. First, we present studies for convergence in six speech characteristics of different sorts, measured in the same conversational recordings: F0 median, F0 variance, speech rate, uh:um ratio, lexical information rate, and sentential conjunction. Even when the characteristics are \( z \)-transformed to put them all on the same scale, there is variability in the degree of convergence across different characteristics. Nevertheless, our subsequent cross-characteristic study finds consistency in convergence by interlocutor, indicating that there are external social factors at a high level that influence convergence in different linguistic characteristics similarly; some speakers elicit more convergence than others do. However, we do not find consistency by speaker, which suggests that there might not be any individual-specific cognitive trait which predisposes some speakers to converge more than others. Individual tendencies in convergence appear only within particular characteristics.

1.1. Individual differences in convergent traits

Degree of convergence may be influenced by traits of the participants, as some personal traits have been found to be significant predictors of degree of convergent behavior, such as higher openness and attentional focus scores (Yu, Abrego-Collier, & Sonderegger, 2013) or higher social desirability scores (Natale, 1975). Yu et al. (2013) regard this variation as evidence for individual differences in language processing. However, interpreting individual tendencies in convergence first depends on demonstrating that robust replicable individual tendencies exist; variation across participants within a task does not necessarily reflect inherent individual differences.

Individual differences have been identified in linguistic behaviors other than convergence, such as perceptual compensation for coarticulation (Yu, 2010), categorical perception (Kong & Edwards, 2016), lexical bias (Ishida, Samuel, & Arai, 2016; Stewart & Ota, 2008), and use of prosodic information to resolve syntactic ambiguity (Jun & Bishop, 2015). For a recent overview of existing literature on individual differences in
linguistic perception, see Yu and Zellou (2019). It might be reasonable to expect similar individual differences in convergence, although convergence involves not just perception but also production and the link between them. Previous work has found inconsistent results on whether individual variation in perception and production is correlated: Some studies find a correlation between production of coarticulation and perceptual compensation for it (e.g., Beddor, Coetzee, Styler, McGowan, & Boland, 2018; Yu, 2019; Zellou, 2017) and between distinctiveness of vowels in perception and production (Perkell et al., 2004), while others do not find such correlations for coarticulation (e.g., Grosvald & Corina, 2012; Kataoka, 2011) or cue weighting (Schertz, Cho, Lotto, & Warner, 2015; Schultz, Francis, & Llanos, 2012). Some of the apparent perception–production correlations may reflect phonologized dialectal differences rather than individual differences (Harrington, Kleber, & Reubold, 2008). Failing to find a correlation does not necessarily mean that it does not exist. Schertz and Clare (2020) note that some of the varied results across studies may be due to differences in task design and analytical choices.

Most studies on individual tendencies in convergence have not retested individuals to establish their consistency, so interpretations are at risk of a fundamental attribution error. Many studies implicitly or explicitly assume that variation in convergence reflects traits of individuals, but only a few studies have tested the same individuals in multiple conversations or experimental tasks. There is some evidence that individuals have consistent tendencies in convergence in the same or very similar tasks, when measured in the same linguistic characteristic (Sanker, 2015; Wade, Lai, & Tamminga, n.d.), but these tendencies are much weaker across more dissimilar tasks such as shadowing and conversation (Pardo et al., 2018). In conversations, tendencies of an individual in producing convergence cannot be distinguished from tendencies of an individual to elicit convergence, which could confound the results when each speaker participates in a single conversation.

Is there a cognitive trait that differs across individuals, producing variation in convergence? Components of the Autism Quotient (AQ), in particular attention as mediated by social investment, provide a possible source of individual variation in convergence (Yu et al., 2013). In addition to social factors predicting convergence, direct manipulations of attention also show effects on convergence; speakers converge less when they have a larger cognitive load (Abel & Babel, 2017; Heath, 2017). Related to attention, differences in memory would be a possible candidate for individual variation, though Yu et al. (2013) found no relationship between working memory and convergence. Some work has identified cognitive traits or other individual attributes that correlate with perceptual behaviors, but it is unclear how such relationships would impact convergence. For example, neural differences in sensitivity to phonetic detail brain stem responses to speech stimuli, which have high test–retest reliability for individuals (Song, Nicol, & Kraus, 2011), correlate with accuracy of speech perception in noise and other phonological tasks (Hornickel, Skoe, Nicol, Zecker, & Kraus, 2009). Experience and learned knowledge also can influence perception: For example, larger social networks predict better perception in noise (Lev-Ari, 2018b), and speakers with larger lexicons rate nonce words with low phonotactic probability as more wordlike than speakers with smaller lexicons do (Large, Frisch, & Pisoni, 1998). Some work examines possible demographic characteristics that
might align with differences in social and linguistic behavior. Gender is a frequently investigated demographic factor, but varied results in how gender relates to convergence make it difficult to formulate a clear analysis of what gender differences reflect, if they are capturing real differences. For example, Pardo (2006) found more convergence exhibited by men, but only for the speakers whose role in the task was to receive instructions, and Namy, Nygaard, and Sauerteig (2002) found more convergence among women, but only with one of the model talkers. Pardo, Urmanche, Wilman, and Wiener (2017) and Pardo et al. (2018) find larger effects of lexical factors on female participants than male participants.

If there is a broad cognitive trait driving individual variation in convergence, its effects should be consistent across different linguistic characteristics within which convergence is measured (Cohen Priva & Sanker, 2018; Weise & Levitan, 2018); an individual’s pattern of convergence in one characteristic should be predictive of that speaker’s convergence in other characteristics. Even if absolute convergence in each characteristic differs, the relative convergence in each characteristic should correlate across individuals. However, there is little work that compares convergence by each individual across characteristics and most studies that have looked for such patterns found no effect (Bilous & Krauss, 1988; Pardo et al., 2012; Sanker, 2015; Weise & Levitan, 2018). It is nonetheless possible that the null result in these studies can be attributed to lack of power rather than the absence of an effect.

Not all theories that account for convergence make the same predictions about individual consistency or consistency across different speech characteristics. Exemplar Theory and related episodic accounts of convergence propose that memories of incoming speech are stored as exemplars, which are aggregated into representational clouds; some exemplars may be given more weight than others, based on social factors and other influences. Subsequent speech production draws on these exemplar clouds, which results in greater similarity to recently heard speech (Goldinger, 1998; Pierrehumbert, 2002). The weighting of acoustic details in these representations can vary based on which characteristics are salient given the language and the task (Johnson, 1997). Speaker-specific variation in convergence could be integrated into the model merely by allowing individual differences in storage of particular details and weighting of input from different contexts, though individual differences are not inherently predicted by this theory. Episodic representations can also depend on phonological status (Mitterer & Ernestus, 2008), and they may relate to perceptual processes (Fowler, Brown, Sabadini, & Weihing, 2003), so the existence of individual differences in perception and phonological representations suggests the existence of individual differences in convergence. The theory is not constrained such that greater convergence in one characteristic would necessarily predict greater convergence in other characteristics, either when separated by speaker, by interlocutor, or by conversation. An individual could exhibit variation in how much each linguistic characteristic is influenced by input from interlocutors. Pardo et al. (2012) specifically address this in the discussion of the lack of individual consistency that they found in convergence across different characteristics, concluding that different phonetic characteristics were salient to different pairs of interlocutors.
Some theoretical accounts of convergence explicitly predict a correlation across different linguistic characteristics, based on alignment at one level facilitating alignment at other levels (Pickering & Garrod, 2004, pp. 174–175). This theoretical alignment might be observed in neural synchronization, which has been found to increase along with behavioral synchrony (Yun, Watanabe, & Shimojo, 2012). In contrast to the phonological mediation assumed in exemplar models, some theories of convergence propose a more automatic perception–production link: If incoming speech automatically activates motor plans that are subsequently reflected in production (e.g., Pickering & Garrod, 2013), effects should be consistent across tasks, and different phonetic characteristics should exhibit the same influences, though lexical and syntactic characteristics might behave differently. Pardo et al. (2018) argue that such a perception–production link cannot be automatic, because it varies based on context, resulting in different convergence behavior of the same speaker in different tasks.

Consistency of an individual in convergence does not mean that convergence will necessarily be the same in each linguistic characteristic, but rather that variation across speakers or across interlocutors will be parallel for different characteristics. Previous work clearly demonstrates that convergence can vary substantially depending on what characteristic has been used to measure it. In the same task, there can be substantial differences in overall convergence in different measures (e.g., Babel, 2012; Sanker, 2015) and also differences in effects of conditioning factors (e.g., Bilous & Krauss, 1988; Pardo et al., 2017). Differences in convergence across characteristics have not been a major focus of convergence research, but there are several possible explanations. One explanation for this variation is cumulative priming (Kaschak, Kutta, & Jones, 2011; Oben & Bröne, 2016): Different constructions and forms are presented a different number of times, so the ones which were presented more have been primed more and will accordingly have a larger impact on speakers’ subsequent productions. Some work has suggested that phonemes with more variable realizations are more likely to exhibit convergence (e.g., Babel, 2009, pp. 141–142), based on suggestions that convergence develops out of naturally occurring variation in speech (e.g., Delvaux & Soquet, 2007; Pierrehumbert, 2002). There also might be variation due to differences in the salience of each characteristic (Johnson, 1997; Pardo et al., 2012). There are also differences between results for acoustic measures of convergence and holistic measures using AXB tasks in which listeners make decisions about similarity: Acoustic measures are sometimes significant predictors of these holistic perceptual measures (e.g., Pardo et al., 2017), though other studies have found a lack of correlation between holistic measures and acoustic measures (e.g., Babel & Bulatov, 2011; Pardo et al., 2010).

### 1.2. Social mediation

Variation in degree of convergence might be due to social factors rather than or in addition to individual cognitive differences. Convergence studies are usually designed to account for possible variation by speaker, using multiple participants, but they often use a single model talker in shadowing tasks (e.g., Babel, 2010; Yu et al., 2013) or have each
individual participated in a single conversation with one interlocutor (e.g., Abel & Babel, 2017; Pardo, 2006). However, some studies use multiple model talkers and find substantial variation, indicating that the interlocutor or model talker is an important factor to consider (Babel, McGuire, Walters, & Nicholls, 2014; Pardo et al., 2017). Certain individuals might elicit more or less convergence, either based on their behavior or based on what the listeners know or think they know about them. Many studies have found that aspects of the interlocutor or model talker’s perceived identity or the speaker’s perspective toward that identity can influence convergence. Factors that have been found to influence convergence include native language (Kim, Horton, & Bradlow, 2011), perceived standardness of the model talker’s dialect (Weatherholtz, Campbell-Kibler, & Jaeger, 2014), interlocutor status (Gregory & Webster, 1996), and attitude toward a model talker (e.g., Babel, 2010; Yu et al., 2011) or interlocutor (Pardo et al., 2012; Sanker, 2015). The observed effects of these social factors on convergence are not always consistent across different studies.

Social mediation via the speaker’s opinion of the interlocutor is a likely source of interlocutor effects in convergence. In studies that specifically manipulate the subject’s opinion of the model talker, a more positive opinion predicted greater convergence (Bourhis & Giles, 1977; Yu et al., 2011). In conversations in which subjects were allowed to develop opinions naturally, liking of the interlocutor also predicted greater convergence (Pardo et al., 2012; Sanker, 2015). Greater perceived attractiveness of a voice is also predictive of how much convergence it elicits (Babel et al., 2014). Communication Accommodation Theory proposes that speakers use convergence and divergence to manipulate social distance from interlocutors (Giles, Coupland, & Coupland, 1991; Giles, Taylor, & Bourhis, 1973). However, socially mediated convergence does not necessarily need to be done consciously; interlocutor effects may result from greater weight given to input from speakers who are viewed more positively (Chartrand & Bargh, 1999), which predicts that there should be consistency across different linguistic characteristics in the convergence elicited by different interlocutors. If greater attention or engagement with some interlocutors or in some contexts increases convergence, this could also be consistent with stronger priming in goal-oriented tasks which require stricter understanding than conversations do (Reitter, Moore, & Keller, 2006); however, other work has not found this difference (e.g., Pardo et al., 2018). One possible mechanism for how certain input is given greater weight is offered by Jiang et al. (2015), based on interpersonal neural synchrony; the speakers whose partners synchronize more with them tend to be perceived as “leaders,” based on a range of skills in communication and reasoning.

However, the social status meaning of “leader” is not implicit in our use of the term, which instead refers to the metaphorical leaders who drive the form of variable linguistic characteristics used within a conversation, that is, speakers who elicit higher levels of convergence than others do. While higher social status does predict greater convergence (e.g., Gregory & Webster, 1996), this is far from the only trait that is predictive of how much convergence a speaker elicits; some of the factors found to contribute to being a leader of convergence are discussed above. The term refers to the individuals who elicit the most convergence, but it is not meant to suggest that elicits convergence is
categorical. This terminology is borrowed from discussions of “leaders of sound change”; some work links phonetic convergence to sound change (e.g., Yu, 2013), which makes the connection particularly relevant. Some work on the actuation of sound change addresses the issue of whether sound changes tend to be led by certain individuals, and whether there are any consistent traits that characterize those individuals. Part of this question is the issue of who initiates change: At least for changes that are attributed to coarticulation, innovations may originate with speakers who compensate less for coarticulation (Yu, 2010; Yu & Lee, 2014). The other main aspect of this question is the issue of whose innovations are likely to be adopted by others: The individuals whose variants are likely to spread are those who are highly socially connected or otherwise influential (Baker, Archangeli, & Mielke, 2011; Labov, 2001).

Degree of convergence is in part predicted by aspects of the interaction and the relationship between the interlocutors (e.g., Bane, Graff, & Sonderegger, 2010; Gregory & Webster, 1996; Pardo et al., 2012). If variation is driven by situational or interactional factors that increase convergence via broad mechanisms such as increased attention, there should be consistency between participants within the same conversation and across different linguistic characteristics within that conversation. Little work has systematically tested whether the convergence exhibited by a conversing pair in one characteristic was predictive of their convergence in other characteristics within the same interaction. In a comparison across a small number of conversations, Sanker (2015) found only a weak trend toward positive correlations across characteristics. With a larger dataset, Weise and Levitan (2018) found no correlation in convergence across characteristics. Cohen Priva and Sanker (2018) found a correlation only between closely related characteristics: F0 median and F0 variability.

Some variation across interlocutors may be due to differences in amount of exposure to their speech. More exposure to a construction or a lexical item increases the probability that a subject will subsequently produce that item (Kaschak et al., 2011; Oben & Bröne, 2016), though cumulative effects in phonetic convergence are less clear (e.g., Babel, 2012; Gijssels, Casasanto, Jasmin, Hagoort, & Casasanto, 2016). In conversational tasks, different amounts of speech produced by each individual would produce different levels of exposure and might result in different degrees of convergence; talkative individuals might elicit more convergence than others do. However, variation in the degree of convergence elicited by different interlocutors or model talkers has been found even in tasks with equal exposure to each voice (e.g., Hwang & Chun, 2018; Pardo et al., 2017), indicating that there must be factors other than just exposure.

Many studies include each individual only in a single interaction, and thus cannot separate out the individual contributions of each speaker to convergence in a conversation, so tendencies by speaker, by interlocutor, or by conversation would all produce the same pattern of variability. A study that includes each individual in multiple interactions with different partners makes it possible to separate speaker, interlocutor, and conversation as possible factors with distinct tendencies in convergence.
2. Methods overview

2.1. Corpus

The data for this study are the Switchboard Corpus (Godfrey & Holliman, 1997), a large collection of telephone conversations. Each speaker was randomly paired with other speakers and given a topic for each conversation, providing a large corpus of natural speech data for many speakers in similar conversations with several different partners. Recordings include associated speaker identification data that can be used to compare all instances of that speaker in different conversations. Each side of the conversation is a distinct recording, so measurements can reliably be taken for each speaker separately.

Each conversation has associated information quantifying the clarity of the recording. To ensure reliable acoustic measurements (F0 median and variance), calls were omitted if they had high levels of background noise, echoing, or other issues, as indicated in their clarity rating. This resulted in a total of 464 speakers in the data used for acoustic characteristics. For measurements that did not depend on acoustic form, no conversations were omitted, so these measurements were based on 518 speakers. Conversations took 6:20 min on average (the median was 5 min). Word boundaries were based on the manually corrected word annotations produced at MS State (Harkins, Feinstein, Lindsey, Martin, & Winter, 2003). The word annotations allow measurement of word duration.

Previous work has used similar data from pairing individuals with strangers for conversations (e.g., Natale, 1975; Pardo, 2006) or presenting listeners with unfamiliar voices in shadowing tasks (e.g., Pardo et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2013). Work arguing for individual tendencies in convergence uses such data, based on by-participant variation correlating with traits such as higher openness and attentional focus scores (Yu et al., 2013) or higher social desirability scores (Natale, 1975). However, the real test of individual tendencies in convergence is in behavior across different conversations or tasks. If individual variation exists, it should be consistent across conversations even if there are other factors also contributing to variation. If individual tendencies in convergence can only be found within replications of the same task, it is unclear whether the consistency is due to something inherent about the individuals themselves, or something about the particular combination of task, speaker, and interlocutor or model talker.

2.2. Measuring convergence

There are several different approaches to measuring convergence. We adopt the method introduced by Cohen Priva, Edelist, and Gleason (2017) and Cohen Priva and Sanker (2018). The benefits of this method are discussed by Cohen Priva and Sanker (2019), but it has not yet been widely adopted, so we describe it here as well.

In shadowing tasks, speakers (S) are exposed to a pre-recorded reference value (R) and repeat after the recorded items produced by the model talker (e.g., Babel, 2012; Goldinger, 1998; Pardo et al., 2017). Speakers’ productions of each linguistic characteristic are measured before the exposure ($S_b$) and after the exposure to the model talker ($S_R$). In conversational tasks, speakers’ baseline values can be measured from the beginning of the
conversation or in interactions with other interlocutors, as compared to their speech during or after the conversation with the interlocutor. Convergence is a change in which the speaker becomes more like the model talker, that is, a change from \( S_b \) to \( S_R \) that makes \( S_R \) more like \( R \). Following this conceptualization, Cohen Priva et al. (2017) model convergence using linear combination in a regression model, as in (1). The degree of convergence is measured as \( \beta_R \), the relative importance of the interlocutor in predicting the performance of speakers after the interaction, relative to their consistency (self-correlation), which is measured as \( \beta_{S_{b0}} \). Thus, in this model, speakers’ performance is predicted by a combination of their self-consistency, the performance of their interlocutor, and noise. Cohen Priva and Sanker (2019) show that this method is not susceptible to artifacts caused by extreme initial values or the distance between the speaker and interlocutor, while measuring convergence with the commonly used difference-in-difference method produces artifacts of both. Earlier formulations of this model (Schweitzer & Lewandowski, 2013) used a coefficient just for the interlocutor and modeled self-consistency \( \beta_{S_{b0}} \) as a random intercept.

\[
S_R = \beta_0 + \beta_{S_{b0}} S_b + \beta_R R + \epsilon. \tag{1}
\]

In this study, convergence is measured in two stages. First, each linguistic characteristic (e.g., F0) in each conversation is measured and processed separately. For every characteristic, all of the measurements for each speaker in each conversation are summarized to a single statistic (the median, interquartile range, or average, depending on the characteristic—the statistic used for each characteristic is explained below). Thus, each conversation side is represented by a single value for each characteristic. This step is illustrated for speech rate value in the top three and bottom three boxes in Fig. 1.

Second, for each characteristic, each conversation side is summarized based on (a) the speaker’s performance during the conversation (equivalent to \( S_R \) above), (b) the speaker’s mean performance in other conversations, to be used as the speaker’s baseline \( S_b \), and (c) the interlocutor’s mean performance in other conversations, to be used as the convergence target (\( R \)).

Finally, these three data points for each characteristic are used to predict convergence, as illustrated for speech rate in Fig. 2.

The method measures convergence to the interlocutor’s baseline, rather than to the interlocutor’s performance in the shared conversation. This way of measuring convergence is necessary in order to exclude conversation-specific changes that are not convergence (aspects of the environment or conversation that influence both speakers similarly), and to avoid attempting to estimate how a speaker’s performance is influenced the interlocutor’s performance, when both influence each other.

Comparing a speaker’s performance to the interlocutor’s performance in the shared conversation could produce the appearance of convergence even in the absence of actual convergence, because the particular conversation might influence both interlocutors similarly. For example, both speakers might increase their F0 and speech rate because they are excited about a particular topic, in which case they are not converging even though
their speech is becoming more similar. When the subject matter involves a particular typical speaking style (e.g., using low frequency words or slower speech rate), the speakers would seem to converge if they both adopt that speaking style, even if they ignore each other’s performance. Such effects are likely to be responsible for the significantly greater similarity of an interlocutor to a speaker as compared within a shared conversation than as compared to that speaker’s productions from other conversations (Gregory & Webster, 1996).

The other issue inherent in measuring a speaker’s shift toward the interlocutor’s productions in the shared conversations is that both speakers might be converging. If the interlocutor is converging, then the interlocutor’s productions in the shared conversation are influenced by the speaker’s performance in that conversation. It is undesirable to have a predictor (the interlocutor’s productions in the shared conversation) that is known to be
influenced by the dependent variable (the speaker’s productions in the shared conversation). In addition to making measurements of convergence unreliable, this issue makes it difficult to separate out the contributions of each partner to convergence, which are crucial when looking for possible individual tendencies in converging or eliciting convergence.

A simple solution to both of these issues is to use a baseline for the speaker’s productions and also for the interlocutor’s productions. Speakers have high consistency in many linguistic characteristics, so their baselines from other conversations are a meaningful measure of the consistent characteristics of their speech, which will be present in the shared conversation. In the Switchboard corpus, in which speakers interact with multiple different interlocutors, a natural way to approximate speakers’ baselines and their interlocutor’s baselines is to average their performance from other contexts, in which they were interacting with other conversation partners. While this method of using baselines from other conversations may decrease how much convergence is captured, convergence is still apparent when tested in this way (Cohen Priva et al., 2017; Cohen Priva & Sanker, 2019). Establishing reliable baselines depends on having a large corpus, so that baselines are averaged across enough conversations to not be thrown off by any particular
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**Table:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conversation</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speaker</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interlocutor</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker F0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td>mean(0.1, 0.2, ...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convergence</td>
<td>mean(0.9, 0.7, ...)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conversation</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speaker</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interlocutor</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker F0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td>mean(0.9, 0.7, ...)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convergence</td>
<td>mean(0.1, 0.2, ...)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Diagram:**

![Diagram](image_url)

**Fig. 2.** An illustration of the third and final step in the procedure, in which individual data points are combined to create the collection of data points for the analysis. Every conversation provides two summary data points, one for each side of the conversation.
conversation; the median number of conversational partners for speakers in our dataset was 9 (Q1:4, Q3:12).

The use of multiple data points per speaker and interlocutor necessitates adding random effects structure for repeated measures. Beyond their necessity when using repeated measures, random effects can be used to examine the effect of individuals when that variation is a point of interest. For example, in our design, random slopes for $\beta_R$ can be used to find individual differences in degree of convergence. The behavior of random slopes is similar to what we would expect from an interaction term in more traditional analyses, except at the group level. For instance, if some individuals converge more than others, or cause more convergence, a random slope could capture individual-level variation for the convergence coefficient. Adding a random slope does not offer a statistical test of whether a particular individual is more convergent than others, but model comparison between a model that contains a particular slope and a model that omits that slope should reveal whether individual-level variation in convergence exists. If variation by speaker or by interlocutor exists, then adding these random slopes will significantly improve the model, as reflected in model comparison.

In linguistic studies on individual differences, $\beta$ values from random effects in regression models are sometimes used as per-participant measurements that can be tested for correlations with other linguistic characteristics, for example, when comparing behavior across multiple tasks (e.g., Pardo et al., 2018). Some studies instead fit separate models for each subject and use the coefficient from the fixed effects in each model as the per-subject measurement (e.g., Schultz et al., 2012; Yu, 2019); the latter method treats each individual independently and may overestimate individual differences, while using random slopes from a single model is shaped by the assumption that there are group-level effects which variation occurs around. Linguistics studies do not usually demonstrate the existence of individual differences by showing that such random effects significantly contribute to the model, but some do (e.g., Cohen Priva & Sanker, 2019; Drager & Hay, 2012). This method is seen more often in other fields. See Dingemanse, Kazem, Réale, and Wright (2010) and Martin, Nussey, Wilson, and Réale (2011) for discussion of using random slopes to detect individual differences in biology.

In the models we present, there are per-speaker and per-interlocutor random slopes for $\beta_R$. The different random slopes for $\beta_R$ measure distinct properties. Per-speaker slope for $\beta_R$ attempts to capture by-speaker variance in convergence: whether some speakers converge more than others (likelihood to converge). Per-interlocutor slope for $\beta_R$ attempts to capture variance among interlocutors in eliciting convergence: whether some interlocutors are converged to more than others are (likelihood to lead convergence). These are distinct properties; we do not assume that those who converge more would necessarily elicit less convergence. We do not include random slopes for $\beta_{Sb}$ (speakers’ reliance on their own baseline), because this is not our variable of interest in the current investigation. We follow Barr, Levy, Scheepers, and Tily (2013) in using all relevant random effects for our variable of interest, but we have a more parsimonious set of other random effects.
2.3. Characteristics

Convergence was measured in six linguistic characteristics. The goal was to have a broad range of characteristics, both related and unrelated. Four of the six, F0 median, F0 variance (IQR), speech rate, and *uh:um* ratio, were examined in Switchboard by Cohen Priva and Sanker (2018). Two characteristics were added to expand the range of characteristics used and to include additional non-phonetic measures: lexical information rate and sentential conjunction. All six characteristics are described below.

**F0 median** F0 is the measure of the frequency of wave cycles produced by the vibration of the vocal folds. The measurement of frequency was converted into the mel scale, which provides a better approximation of human perception than Hz (Stevens, Volkmann, & Newman, 1937). Medians were used because F0 measurements of individual words are often noisy, with outliers that may be due to pitch tracking errors; the median is less influenced by outliers than other measurements of general tendencies are.

**F0 range** F0 range was measured as the log of the ratio of the 75th percentile to 25th percentile of F0 measurements in mels (IQR). As with F0 median, IQRs were used to measure variance due to the inherently noisy measurement of F0 in individual words: Many measures of variability are highly influenced by outliers, but IQR is not.

**Speech rate** Speech rate in a conversation was measured as the mean log speech rate of individual utterances. Following Cohen Priva et al. (2017), point-wise speech rate was measured as the actual utterance duration (including pauses) divided by the expected utterance duration. Expected utterance duration was calculated as the sum of the predicted durations of words in the utterance, each calculated as the predicted value of a linear regression using the median duration of that word in the entire corpus, the length of the utterance, and the distance from the end of the utterance. Unlike F0 measurements, speech rate was calculated based on hand-corrected values, so every measurement is reliable and the use of averages is appropriate.

**uh:um ratio** This measure was calculated as the log odds of *uh* versus *um*, two frequently used filled pauses in English. The use of one or the other seems to be influenced by processing factors (e.g., Clark & Fox Tree, 2002) as well as other factors such as gender (Acton, 2011). Log odds were calculated as the predicted values plus the residuals of a logistic regression between the number of *uh* uses and *um* uses in each conversation side, which could be evaluated even when a subject never used one or the other. The use of log odds is standard for binary values.

**Lexical information rate** This measure was calculated following Cohen Priva (2017), as the mean negative log unigram predictability (the unigram entropy) of non-function words used in each conversation. Word counts were estimated using a combination of the Buckeye (Pitt et al., 2007), Fisher (Cieri, Graff, Kimball, Miller, & Walker, 2005; Cieri, Miller, & Walker, 2004), and Switchboard (Godfrey & Holliman, 1997) corpora. Lexical information rate was chosen as it is easy to measure and average across a conversation (as opposed to tracking the use of individual words), and because it has been linked with speech rate (Cohen Priva, 2017), which increases the odds of finding
common behaviors between the two measures. Unigram lexical information rate captures the diversity and rarity of the words used by speakers. There are several ways that speakers may converge in lexical information rate. They may shift to more or less formal language registers or shift toward a shared specialized lexicon. To focus on such shifts, rather than on shifting choices in frequent words (e.g., expressions such as *you know, that’s right*), we excluded the top 1% most frequent words. Averages were used for the summary statistic because the corpus is large enough that the accuracy of each measurement is reliable (Cohen Priva & Jaeger, 2018), and also because this is the measure used in existing lexical rate studies.

**Sentential conjunction** This characteristic measured the use of *and* to connect sentences, as in (2). In these cases, *and* is not strictly required, and the meaning of the sentence would change little if *and* were omitted, so sentences with and without this initial conjunction can be compared. These sentence-initial conjunctions have been described as discourse markers; they make clear the continuity between a statement and the preceding discourse and have various contextual predictors (Dorgeloh, 2004; Schiffrin, 1986).

For each conversation side, we counted the number of times “*and* pron-nom” appeared, where pron-nom could be any of *I*, *she*, *he*, or *they* (~22,360 tokens). We excluded cases in which the preceding word was a given name (~15 tokens), as in (3), sequences containing *you and I* (~140 tokens), and word sequences of “*my kinship-term and I*” (~400 tokens), to exclude cases such as (4). Such constructions comprise the majority of “*and* pron-nom” sequences that are not cases of sentence conjunction. As with *uh: um* ratio, we used a logistic regression to calculate the log odds between pron-nom with and without a preceding *and*, providing a comparison of pronominal sentences with or without sentential conjunction. There were ~242,700 uses of pron-nom, of which ~21,800 were preceded by *and*. The use of log odds is standard for binary values.

(2) ... I certainly wouldn’t object to it *and* I think random [testing for drugs] is probably, you know, the only really fair way ... (SW2638A)
(3) ... that *Dan and I are going to* ... (SW3323B)
(4) ... in the old days when *my wife and I* both worked ... (SW4238A)

As a preliminary step, we verified that all six characteristics exhibit convergence. We therefore built mixed effects linear models following the formulation in (1), with random intercepts for the speaker, the interlocutor, the conversation, and the topic of conversation (as listed in the Switchboard corpus), as well as per-speaker and per-interlocutor random slopes for $\beta_R$ (looking for per-speaker variation in convergence and per-interlocutor variation in convergence, respectively). All of the predictors and predicted values were $z$-transformed across all data points to allow for easy comparison across the six characteristics. This yields the formula provided in Table 1 (in lme4 syntax).

Speakers’ baselines ($\beta_{Sb}$) model speakers’ self-consistency well, making per-speaker intercepts redundant. In five of the six characteristics, the model fitted no variance to a per-speaker intercept. In the one remaining case, the per-speaker intercepts were fitted
with values that were highly correlated (Pearson $r > .97$) with the $\beta_{Sb}$. We therefore refitted the models without per-speaker intercepts. The full data for the six studies, as well as the models in which per-speaker intercepts were not omitted, are provided in the supplementary materials.

In every model, speakers were highly consistent in their production of that linguistic characteristic across conversations, as shown in Table 2, though consistency differed across the characteristics. Convergence, as indicated by the degree to which the interlocutor’s baseline predicted for the variable, accounted for far less variance than the speaker’s baseline, as Table 3 shows. However, significant convergence was found in every model. Fig. 3 illustrates speakers’ consistency, and Fig. 4 illustrates their convergence, for each of the six studies.

Table 4 provides the standard deviation and model comparison-based $p$ values for the three random intercepts that remained in the model. Note that these intercepts are identifying predictors of speakers’ performance, not predictors of convergence, for example, whether F0 median was higher with particular interlocutors, conversations, or topics.

Conversation significantly contributed to predicting the speaker’s performance in every model; there were indeed different patterns of each linguistic characteristic in each conversation. Because the conversation-level intercept applies to both conversation sides, it captures elements in the conversation in which the two participants vary together.

### Table 1
### lme4 formula used to fit single-characteristic convergence models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>lme4 Syntax</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speaker ~</td>
<td>Speaker’s performance in a conversation ($S_R$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Intercept, expected to be zero ($\beta_0$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ speaker.baseline</td>
<td>Speakers’ baseline: captures consistency ($\beta_{Sb}$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ interlocutor.baseline</td>
<td>Interlocutors’ baseline: captures convergence ($\beta_R$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ (1</td>
<td>speaker)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ (1</td>
<td>interlocutor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ (1</td>
<td>conversation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ (1</td>
<td>topic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ (0 + interlocutor.baseline</td>
<td>speaker)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ (0 + interlocutor.baseline</td>
<td>interlocutor)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2
### Speaker consistency coefficients per characteristic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$SE$</th>
<th>$df$</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F0 median</td>
<td>0.971</td>
<td>0.004</td>
<td>3434</td>
<td>248.3</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F0 variance</td>
<td>0.675</td>
<td>0.012</td>
<td>3622</td>
<td>56.9</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech rate</td>
<td>0.800</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>4336</td>
<td>92.8</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uh:um ratio</td>
<td>0.787</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>4501</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical information rate</td>
<td>0.645</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>4490</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentential conjunction</td>
<td>0.391</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>4677</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However, this is not necessarily convergence, as it may be driven by external characteristics, rather than speakers shifting toward each other. Similarly, topic contributed to every model, indicating that different topics have different typical values (e.g., higher pitch, more *uh* utterances).

Table 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>$t$</th>
<th>$p$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F0 median</td>
<td>0.018</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>.0003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F0 variance</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speech rate</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.010</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>uh:um</em> ratio</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>.0043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lexical information rate</td>
<td>0.061</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>&lt;.0001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentential conjunction</td>
<td>0.041</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>152</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>.0070</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 3. By-characteristic consistency. The speaker’s baseline (performance in other conversations), here on the x-axis, is strongly correlated with actual performance, here on the y-axis. The black line shows the linear trend. The standard error areas are not visible because they are so narrow that they do not extend beyond the width of the line. The dotted gray line shows the linear effect of the interlocutor’s baseline, the measure of convergence, for comparison (with the interlocutor’s baseline as the x-axis). A closer look at the effect of the interlocutor’s baseline is given in Fig. 4, with an adjusted scale.
The interlocutor had a significant effect on speakers’ performance only in the speech rate model, though marginal effects were found for several of the other characteristics. The lack of consistent per-interlocutor intercepts might suggest that the main influence that interlocutors have on speakers’ performance is via convergence (measured with per-interlocutor slopes, and discussed below), rather than absolute effects.
Table 5 provides the standard deviation and model comparison-based $p$ values for the per-speaker and per-interlocutor random slopes for the interlocutors’ baselines in the six models. These values indicate whether there are individual tendencies in converging and eliciting convergence, respectively.

Per-speaker random slope was only significant for *uh:* *um* convergence, and per-interlocutor random slope was only significant for lexical information rate. This means that the individual-level variance in the convergence coefficients was largely negligible. These results suggest that individual differences in convergence by speaker and by interlocutor, if they exist, are too weak to be reliably detected by the method used here. Recent work has generally also found a lack of consistency in the degree of convergence exhibited by individual speakers across tasks (Pardo et al., 2018) or in different conversations (Cohen Priva & Sanker, 2018), though they exhibit some consistency within a linguistic characteristic in the same task (e.g., Wade et al., n.d.). Pardo et al. (2017) found that some model talkers consistently elicited more convergence than others in the same shadowing task with the same recordings. Consistency across conversations with the same individual (e.g., Sanker, 2015) could reflect either individual tendencies in producing convergence or tendencies in the degree of convergence elicited by a particular individual.

3. Cross-characteristic study

3.1. Introduction

While the by-characteristic analysis confirmed that convergence exists in all of the linguistic characteristics measured, there was only weak evidence for individual tendencies in producing convergence or eliciting convergence. These models also could not detect convergence patterns particular to each conversation, as each conversation has only two summary data points per characteristic (one for each speaker). In order to evaluate per-speaker, per-interlocutor, and per-conversation patterns in convergence as reflected across characteristics, we grouped together all six characteristics in a single model (they were already $z$-transformed, to facilitate comparison).
Previous studies have found replicable individual differences in various perceptual tasks (e.g., Ishida et al., 2016; Johnson, Watson, & Jensen, 1987; Kong & Edwards, 2016), and some work has found that personal traits such as AQ (Yu et al., 2013) and social desirability scores (Natale, 1975) are predictive of degree of convergence, but studies on individual differences in convergence have rarely used retesting to establish individual consistency in convergence. Individual tendencies in convergence may exist but be outweighed by larger effects such as the nature of each particular conversation or the speaker’s opinion of the interlocutor. In this case, convergent patterns by conversation or by interlocutor may be more apparent than convergent tendencies of individuals. Such findings would support accounts of social factors mediating convergence (e.g., Babel, 2009; Giles et al., 1973; Pardo et al., 2012).

3.2. Statistical models

The six models in the by-characteristic analysis presented in the previous section each have a mixed effects model predicting the performance of the speakers based on their own baselines and the baselines of their interlocutors for a single linguistic characteristic. The cross-characteristic study presented here tests convergence across all characteristics. This provides up to 12 summary data points per conversation (six characteristics for each speaker); not all characteristics were available for all conversations, given exclusion procedures based on sound quality and the usage of each characteristic. As described above, each data point is a summary of the speaker’s behavior in that characteristic across the entire conversation.

The regression analysis used each speaker’s performance in a conversation as the dependent variable (once for each characteristic). The speaker’s baseline in other conversations and the interlocutor’s baseline in other conversations were used as the two main fixed predictors. The interlocutor’s baseline in other conversations is the variable that measures convergence: A stronger effect of the interlocutor’s baseline as a predictor of the speaker’s productions indicates more convergence. These methods are the same as the ones that were used for the six individual characteristics in the by-characteristic analysis, except that each speaker in a conversation is repeated for every characteristic.

The main difference is in the structure of the random effects. The elements of the model are outlined below.

Several of the factors treat the linguistic characteristics as a pooled group; these factors are referred to as characteristic-agnostic, in contrast to the factors which test differences across characteristics, which are per-characteristic.

Several of the possible random intercepts would be meaningless in the context of the current study. For instance, it is meaningful to expect per-interlocutor intercepts to differ within each characteristic, but characteristic-agnostic per-interlocutor intercepts would arbitrarily group together different characteristics (e.g., higher F0 and increased use of uh). In contrast, characteristic-agnostic random slopes for convergence abstract over a putative single behavior, “participating in convergence,” and should therefore be included in the model. As in the preliminary studies, we do not include random slopes for speaker
consistency, because this is not our variable of interest here. However, the supplementary materials provide information on speaker consistency slopes that do improve the model we present. The modeling choices are listed below, and they are summarized in Table 6.

**Linguistic characteristic** The model contains the per-characteristic random slopes, one for the speaker’s baseline and one for the interlocutor’s baseline. The two slopes are meant to account for the differences in consistency and convergence in different characteristics, as observed in the by-characteristic analysis. A per-characteristic intercept was not included, because the intercept was not significantly different than zero in the individual models for by-characteristic analysis.

**Conversation** We included a characteristic-agnostic random slope for convergence and a per-characteristic random intercept. We did not include a characteristic-agnostic random intercept, as explained above. Within-characteristic intercepts are meant to explain the variance that was captured by per-conversation intercepts in the by-characteristic analysis above. The random slope per conversation is one of our main variables of interest: If particular conversations elicit a higher or lower degree of convergence across multiple characteristics, this variable would significantly contribute to the model.

**Speaker** Despite its ultimate exclusion in the models for the individual characteristics, we included a within-characteristic random intercept per speaker. We also included a within-characteristic per speaker random slope for the interlocutors’ baseline to model within-characteristic individual differences in convergence, as well as a characteristic-agnostic random slope for the interlocutors’ baseline to model an overall tendency to converge. If there are individual tendencies in producing convergence, such that some speakers consistently converge more than other speakers (“convergers”), the slope

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>lme4 Syntax</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Performance ~</td>
<td>Speaker’s performance in a conversation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Global intercept (expected to be 0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ speaker.baseline</td>
<td>Speaker’s baseline performance for the characteristic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ interlocutor.baseline</td>
<td>Interlocutor’s baseline performance for the characteristic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ (0 + speaker.baseline</td>
<td>char)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ (0 + interlocutor.baseline</td>
<td>char)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ (0 + interlocutor.baseline</td>
<td>char:speaker)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ (0 + interlocutor.baseline</td>
<td>char:interlocutor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ (1</td>
<td>char:topic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ (1</td>
<td>char:speaker)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ (1</td>
<td>char:interlocutor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ (1</td>
<td>char:conversation)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ (0 + interlocutor.baseline</td>
<td>speaker)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ (0 + interlocutor.baseline</td>
<td>interlocutor)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+ (0 + interlocutor.baseline</td>
<td>conversation)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
would contribute to the model, making it better than a minimally different model that does not contain that slope. This slope is the second main variable of interest.

**Interlocutor** Interlocutor factors parallel the per-speaker random structure. We included a within-characteristic random intercept per-interlocutor, which mirrors the per-interlocutor random intercepts in the by-characteristic models. We also included both within-characteristic and characteristic-agnostic random slopes for convergence. The former mirrors the per-interlocutor random slope for convergence in the studies for individual characteristics, and the latter models the possibility that there are general tendencies in how much convergence particular interlocutors elicit, such that there is variance in the extent that interlocutors elicit convergence (“leadership”), across different speech characteristics. This is the third main variable of interest. As in the preliminary studies, being likely to elicit convergence and being likely to converge are distinct properties; a particular individual can have distinct likelihoods of each.

**Topic** For topic, we used a within-characteristic random intercept, which mirrors the per-topic intercept in the by-characteristic models.

3.3. Results and discussion

As expected, both the speakers’ own baseline and their interlocutors’ baseline performance were significant predictors of the speakers’ performance ($\beta = 0.7109$, $SE = 0.079$, $df = 5.0$, $t = 8.95$, $p = .0003$; $\beta = 0.0471$, $SE = 0.011$, $df = 5.2$, $t = 4.45$, $p = .0060$, respectively): Speakers exhibited self-consistency in their productions across conversations, and they exhibited convergence. The results for the random effects are summarized in Table 7. All reported $p$ values for random effects are adjusted for multiple comparisons (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995).

Among the variables of interest, only the per-interlocutor slope for convergence significantly improved the model ($SD = 0.045$, $p = .0029$). This means that the model is improved when accounting for variance associated with differences in how much

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 7</th>
<th>Summary of the cross-characteristic random effects. Raw $p$ is the raw model comparison $p$ value. FDR-adjusted $p$ are the $p$ values adjusted for multiple comparisons using false discovery rate (Benjamini &amp; Hochberg, 1995)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$SD$</td>
<td>Raw $p$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per-characteristic and conversation intercept</td>
<td>0.2474</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per-characteristic and interlocutor slope for convergence</td>
<td>0.0143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per-characteristic and interlocutor intercept</td>
<td>0.0715</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per-characteristic and speaker slope for convergence</td>
<td>0.0460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per-characteristic and speaker intercept</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversation slope for convergence</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interlocutor slope for convergence</td>
<td>0.0454</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaker slope for convergence</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per-characteristic and topic intercept</td>
<td>0.2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per-characteristic slope for convergence</td>
<td>0.0227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Per-characteristic slope for consistency</td>
<td>0.1943</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
convergence each interlocutor elicits, which provides evidence for varying degrees of leadership in convergence. We found no evidence for a per-speaker slope for convergence ($SD = 0.000$, $p = 1.0000$), suggesting that the effect of leadership in convergence is easier to find than an effect of individual propensity to converge. Similarly, we found no evidence for a per-conversation slope for convergence ($SD = 0.000$, $p = 1.0000$).

Fig. 5 shows the differences between interlocutors based on the per-interlocutor slope for convergence, grouped across linguistic characteristics and separated by linguistic characteristic. For readability, interlocutors are grouped into quartiles based on the degree of convergence they elicited. The first (lowest) quartile seems to show divergence: interlocutors from whom speakers tend to diverge. The other three quartiles show increasing degrees of convergence by quartile.

As expected, there were significant differences in per-characteristic slope for consistency and per-characteristic slope for convergence ($SD = 0.194$, $p < .0001$; $SD = 0.023$,

Fig. 5. By-quartile raw correlations between interlocutors’ baseline and speakers’ performance. Quartiles were determined based on the per-interlocutor slope for convergence. The top panel groups all the data points together, pooled across the six linguistic characteristics. The first quartile shows divergence, but the other three quartiles show increasing degrees of convergence. The bottom panel separates the correlations by characteristic. With the exception of F0 median, which does not show divergence in any quartile, all characteristics pattern much like the overall results, though quartiles 2–4 are less distinct from each other.
both self-consistency and convergence varied by linguistic characteristic. Similarly, as in the per-characteristic models, there were within-characteristic per-conversation differences and within-characteristic per-topic differences ($SD = 0.247, p < .0001; SD = 0.201, p < .0001$); there were absolute patterns in how each characteristic was realized based on the particular conversation and based on the conversation topic.

Unlike the per-characteristic models, the within-characteristic per-interlocutor differences did improve the model ($SD = 0.071, p = .0015$), as did the within-characteristic per-speaker slope for convergence (marginally, $SD = 0.046, p = .0694$). That is, there were per-speaker and per-interlocutor tendencies in convergence that were specific to the particular characteristic being measured. The preliminary studies only found weak per-speaker and per-interlocutor effects, using similar models. The reason for the difference could be differences in the variance captured by the fixed effects in the preliminary models and in this cross-characteristic model.

No other random effect had a significant effect on the model.

Although there was only a weak per-interlocutor effect in one of the separate models for convergence in each linguistic characteristic, there was a significant per-interlocutor effect in this cross-characteristic study. The combined study makes it possible to identify interlocutor effects that are definitely convergence (per-interlocutor slope for interlocutor performance as a predictor of the speakers’ performance), rather than particular interlocutors motivating an absolute change in a particular characteristic (per-interlocutor intercept). In studies for individual speech characteristics, it can be difficult to distinguish between these factors, as both might produce the same effects. However, when comparing across speech characteristics, it will be clear if the shift elicited by the interlocutor reflects convergence or an absolute effect in a particular characteristic. For example, interlocutors who demonstrate difficulties understanding fast speech are likely to elicit slower speech, which might or might not align with the speech rate that those individuals use themselves; such effects would not be expected to predict convergence in other characteristics, because they are not actually measuring convergence. The influence of the interlocutor on degree of convergence across characteristics provides support for convergence being socially mediated at a high level.

Some of the per-interlocutor consistency in convergence can be explained by the social status or likeability of the interlocutor; speakers converge more to more socially desirable interlocutors (Gregory & Webster, 1996; Hwang & Chun, 2018) and to interlocutors whom they like more (Sanker, 2015; Yu et al., 2011). Our study does not aim to identify the particular traits that make some interlocutors elicit more convergence than others. However, Switchboard does provide demographic information about the speakers, so we did a post hoc test of whether age, gender, or college education predicted the per-interlocutor variation in convergence. None of these factors were significant, though there was a marginal tendency for older speakers to elicit less convergence. We also tested whether any of the six linguistic characteristics under investigation were predictors of per-interlocutor convergence (e.g., if speakers were more likely to converge to someone with more variable F0, slower speech rate, etc.); none of these factors were significant (for the model testing all of these factors, see the Supplementary Materials, Section 3). This
model also tested whether amount of speech produced by the interlocutor, either counted by word or by time, predicted per-interlocutor convergence; neither factor was a significant predictor of how much convergence each interlocutor elicited, indicating that per-interlocutor variation in convergence is not due to variation in talkativeness and consequently amount of exposure.

In contrast to the per-interlocutor slope, the per-speaker convergence slope did not improve the model. Given that the method was sensitive enough to find support for per-interlocutor tendencies in convergence, this null result is not likely to be due to insufficient power. Individual propensity to converge was not strong enough for our model to detect, providing little support for the view that variation in convergence as reflecting inherent individual traits. The results instead support the argument that variation in degree of convergence largely reflects properties of the interaction rather than aspects of the individual. Notably, per-interlocutor convergence is not a form of individual differences in the sense of individual tendencies in production or perception. Interlocutors who elicit greater convergence have traits that make others converge to them; this effect does not demonstrate that these individuals have any tendencies in producing convergence themselves.

4. General discussion

Our paper addresses two main questions: Is there evidence for individual tendencies in convergence, reflected similarly across different linguistic characteristics, which would indicate a broad cognitive trait responsible for convergence? Is there evidence for consistent effects of particular interlocutors in eliciting convergence, which would indicate social effects in mediating convergence? Both of these issues fit into a larger question of how convergence arises and what drives variation in convergence.

A key aspect of our study is examining convergence across several linguistic characteristics rather than in a single characteristic. The degree of convergence found even within the same task or conversation can depend on the characteristic used to measure it (Babel, 2012; Levitan & Hirschberg, 2011; Pardo et al., 2017), which could suggest that there are functional differences in convergence for different characteristics, or in how speakers represent them. However, simpler explanations have also been proposed. If differences in convergence reflect differences in exposure, speakers should converge more to characteristics which they have heard more examples of (Kaschak et al., 2011; Oben & Bröne, 2016); our results do not show clear evidence for greater convergence in characteristics with ongoing exposure (like F0) than in characteristics with fewer tokens (like the \(uh:um\) ratio). If differences in convergence reflect differences in variability, with more convergence to more variable characteristics (Babel, 2009; Pierrrehumbert, 2002), then there should be more convergence in characteristics for which individual consistency is lower; our results do not exhibit such a correlation. While differences in salience of each characteristic (Johnson, 1997; Pardo et al., 2012) provide a possible source of variation in convergence, this factor cannot be clearly evaluated.
given the lack of measurement for relative salience for each of the linguistic characteristics tested in this study. Despite absolute differences in convergence, some of the same effects are apparent across different characteristics. The per-interlocutor effects across characteristics indicate that social mediation influences convergence in different characteristics in the same ways. The lack of evidence for individual tendencies in convergence leaves open the possibility that there are some underlying differences in convergence in different characteristics.

4.1. Speaker effects in convergence

Within our data, we found no evidence for a contribution of individual tendencies in predicting convergence across different linguistic characteristics. The interlocutor was a significant predictor of degree of convergence in our data, with exactly the same sample size as the speaker, as the same individuals were considered in both roles; thus, the lack of evidence for individual tendencies in convergence is unlikely to result from inadequate sample size.

Individual differences in perception have been demonstrated previously, and they can have high test–retest reliability with the same or closely related tests, while correlations across less closely related tests tend to be weak and the differences do not correlate well with performance in most cognitive tests (e.g., Kidd, Watson, & Gygi, 2007; Surprenant & Watson, 2001). In perception and phonological processing, individual differences have been identified for characteristics such as categoricalness of phonological perception (Kapnoula, 2016; Kong & Edwards, 2016), compensation for coarticulation with the phonological environment (Repp, 1981; Yu, 2010; Yu & Lee, 2014), accuracy of perception of noise (Lev-Ari, 2018b), weighting of phonetic cues for particular phonological contrasts (Schertz et al., 2015; Schultz et al., 2012), and degree of influence of the lexicon on phonological perception (Stewart & Ota, 2008).

There is more limited evidence for individual consistency in convergence. Some traits of the speaker are predictive of degree of convergence, for example, AQ (Yu et al., 2013), social desirability scores (Natale, 1975), social network size (Lev-Ari, 2018a), and tendency to compromise (Weatherholtz et al., 2014). However, few convergence studies include retesting to demonstrate that individuals are consistent in these differences, and the size of the effect is often small. There is some evidence for individual tendencies in convergence within a given linguistic characteristic between instances of same task or similar tasks (Sanker, 2015; Wade et al., n.d.), but evidence for tendencies across different tasks is weaker (Pardo et al., 2018). The results of our study, in which each individual conversed with several different interlocutors on different topics, provide little evidence for individual tendencies in convergence. If there are individual differences in convergence, as has been suggested by previous studies, these differences should be apparent when speakers participate in several conversations. The per-interlocutor tendencies in convergence, which are discussed in the following section, demonstrate that the effect of the interlocutor is similar across different partners, so any variation due to the speaker could be identified separately. If speakers exhibit no tendencies in convergence that hold
across different tasks or conversations with different partners, this substantially constrains the interpretations that can be given to apparent variation.

While some individual tendencies in convergence may exist, our results suggest that they do not reflect any broad cognitive trait (cf. Yu, 2013; Yu et al., 2013), but rather must be specific to particular linguistic characteristics. Little previous work has tested correlations across characteristics; the work that has looked for them has generally found no correlations (Bilous & Krauss, 1988; Pardo et al., 2012; Sanker, 2015; Weise & Levitan, 2018), with the occasional correlation that can probably be attributed to physical relationships between characteristics (Cohen Priva & Sanker, 2018) or repeated measures producing a false positive (Rahimi, Kumar, Litman, Paletz, & Yu, 2017; Sanker, 2015). In studies with a relatively small number of participants, a null result for individual tendencies can be difficult to interpret; there has been no previous large-scale comparison across characteristics, controlling for effects of particular conversations. Our study, using a corpus with a large number of speakers, provides clearer evidence for a lack of individual convergent tendencies that hold across linguistic characteristics. The absence of a significant effect in this large corpus indicates that if broad individual differences in convergence do exist, they would be too weak to be detected in normal experimental settings.

4.2. Interlocutor effects in convergence

The results of our study indicate that variation in convergence is influenced by the interlocutor: Individual interlocutors have tendencies in how much convergence they elicit. Previous studies with smaller sets of individuals have similarly demonstrated variation based on the interlocutor or model talker (e.g., Hwang & Chun, 2018; Pardo et al., 2017), and effects of particular manipulations of the actual or perceived traits of the interlocutor or model talker, such as interlocutor status (e.g., Bane et al., 2010; Gregory & Webster, 1996) and the speaker’s opinion of the interlocutor or model talker (e.g., Bourhis & Giles, 1977; Pardo et al., 2012; Yu et al., 2011). We find that interlocutor-specific variation in convergence is consistent across linguistic characteristics; that is, the factors that strengthen or weaken convergence to a particular interlocutor in one linguistic characteristic similarly affect other characteristics.

It is noteworthy that the variation in how much convergence individuals elicited did not just range from no convergence to substantial convergence, but also included individuals who elicited divergence. This pattern was apparent in each of the linguistic characteristics individually, except for F0 median. Most studies find that convergence occurs even in socially neutral contexts like repeating after recordings of isolated words in a lab and similarly find that even with interlocutors or conditions that elicit less convergence, the low ranges are near zero convergence, rather than divergence (e.g., Babel, 2009; Pardo et al., 2017). Convergence might be the default automatic response to linguistic input, with inhibition of convergence requiring more conscious effort (Street & Giles, 1982). Speakers can deliberately modify such characteristics as a way of asserting identity, particularly with contrastive dialect features (Bourhis & Giles, 1977), but
they may still converge to some degree even when they have negative opinions about speakers of the dialect they are hearing (e.g., Babel, 2010). If convergence needs to be actively suppressed, divergence should only be possible for linguistic characteristics which are under more conscious control rather than being more automatic. If subsequent work investigates additional sub-phonological phonetic characteristics, it is likely that such characteristics will behave like F0 median does in our results, exhibiting little or no divergence.

The presence of strong interlocutor effects within our data suggests that convergence is socially mediated, even if the mechanism driving convergence is not inherently social. Speakers converge more to speakers whom they like based either on the context of their interaction (Bourhis & Giles, 1977; Yu et al., 2011) or whom they perceive as high status (Bane et al., 2010; Gregory & Webster, 1996), and they are also more likely to converge to voices that are perceived as more standard (Weatherholtz et al., 2014) or more attractive (Babel et al., 2014). Per-interlocutor consistency in convergence, even across different linguistic characteristics and across conversations with different partners and different conversational topics, suggests that the social effects occur at a high level, perhaps reflecting interspeaker alignment (cf. Jiang et al., 2015; Pickering & Garrod, 2004), with different interlocutors eliciting different degrees of alignment. The variation in degree of convergence with different interlocutors could result from differences in the weight given to input from the particular interlocutor; Chartrand and Bargh (1999) make a similar proposal, with more convergence resulting from greater perceptual engagement with the interlocutor. Because convergence provides a small-scale illustration of the propagation of change (Yu, 2013), our finding of per-interlocutor variation in convergence helps inform how social variation might structure which innovations spread, in addition to contributing to our understanding of social dimensions of convergence.

Variation in convergence elicited by each interlocutor cannot be attributed to how much exposure to the interlocutor speakers received. Within our data, per-interlocutor convergence was not correlated with the average amount of speech produced by that interlocutor, either as measured in number of words or total time spent talking. Consistent with this lack of correlation, variation in convergence elicited by different interlocutors has also been observed in previous studies which provided equal exposure to each voice (e.g., Hwang & Chun, 2018; Pardo et al., 2017).

### 4.3. Conversation effects in convergence

In contrast with interlocutor effects, the particular conversation was not a significant predictor of convergence. Some previous work has found that degree of convergence is predicted by aspects of the particular relationship between interlocutors (e.g., Bane et al., 2010; Pardo et al., 2012; Sanker, 2015). However, such work has often looked at each participant in a single interaction, so effects of the interlocutors and effects of the particular conversation could not be separated out, except indirectly based on finding differences associated with traits of the speakers, aspects of the conversation, or experimental
conditions manipulating aspects of the conversation. While our results do not provide evidence for effects of the conversation, we have less data for each conversation than for each speaker or interlocutor, so the lack of per-conversation effect in our results might simply be the result of insufficient data to capture such an effect.

5. Conclusion

We present new data on convergence across linguistic characteristics and across speakers, using a large corpus of natural speech. Although there is variation across characteristics in convergence and in speakers’ consistency, different characteristics exhibited shared influences of the interlocutor, which provides evidence for high-level mediation of convergence, reflected across different linguistic characteristics.

There was little evidence for by-speaker tendencies in how much each individual converged; to the extent that individual tendencies in convergence exist, they are specific to particular linguistic characteristics, rather than reflecting a broad cognitive trait. Thus, individual tendencies in convergence are unlikely to provide strong insights into individual linguistic variation in broad traits, but they might inform variation in behavior of specific details.

The interlocutor was predictive of degree of convergence across linguistic characteristics and across conversations, indicating that some individuals are more likely to elicit convergence than others. This per-interlocutor variation in eliciting convergence demonstrates the importance of situational factors in mediating convergence. Moreover, it suggests that this mediation occurs at a high level.
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Notes

1. Convergence, as thus defined, only includes alignment between individuals, and not other sorts of interlocutor accommodation. Convergence can be measured with two basic types of comparisons: overall increased similarity of a speaker to an interlocutor or model talker (e.g., Babel, 2009; Goldinger, 1998; Pardo et al., 2017) and synchrony over time (e.g., Levitan & Hirschberg, 2011; Schweitzer & Lewandowski, 2013). Our study only examines the former.

2. The cross-characteristics study adds a per-conversation random slope for $\beta_R$, which cannot be included in the preliminary studies because there are too few observations per conversation.

3. We did run such models, and though the models took longer to converge and were more redundant than the models we present here, the results were essentially the same as the models we present here. The sentential conjunction model (described below) did not converge. The other models can be found in the supplementary materials.

4. It is impossible to use a fully maximal random effects structure for every fixed effect in most models, as has been shown by Bates, Kliegl, Vasishth, and Baayen (2018) and Matuschek et al. (2017). Adding as many random effects as possible increases Type 2 errors and is likely to produce a model that does not converge; indeed, including all possible random effects in our data results in a model that does not converge. It then becomes necessary to come up with a system for choosing which random effects will be kept and which will be omitted, usually in a way which reflects the design of the study and the question being investigated. In the supplementary materials, we present models with more extensive random effects, along with a discussion of alternative ways that the random effects structure could be selected.

5. Excluding the most frequent words does not have a substantial effect on the model results.
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